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ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

A COMMERCIAL ELDORADO?

De eerste Adam & De rots der struikeling. BOELI VAN LEEUWEN. Amster-
dam: Ooievaar, 1996. 237 pp. (Paper NLG 25.00)

Gedane zaken: De beste verhalen. HUGO Pos. Amsterdam: Ooievaar, 1996.
230 pp. (Paper NLG 15.00)

Maar ik blijf. ASTRID H. ROEMER. Amsterdam: Ooievaar, 1996. 763 pp.
(Paper NLG 25.00)

De allermooiste romans van de Antillen en Suriname. Amsterdam: De
Bezige Bij, 1996. 605 pp. (Paper NLG 39.90)

Zingende eilanden. WIM RUTGERS (ed.). Amsterdam: De Bezige Bij, 1996.
317 pp. (Paper NLG 25.00)

De eeuwige belofte van Eldorado: Verhalen over Latijns-Amerika en het
Caribisch gebied. Nieuwegein: Aspekt, 1996. 188 pp. (Paper NLG 34.50)

Echo van eldorado. ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE & GERT OOSTINDIE (comps).
Leiden: KITLV Uitgeverij, 1996. 150 pp. (Paper NLG 15.00)

Achter het eeuwig El Dorado: Fictie en realiteit in Latijnsamerikaanse
literatuur. GEERT A. BANCK et al. Amsterdam: Thela, 1996. 140 pp. (Paper
NLG 19.90)

Eldorado: Werkelijkheid en droom. ROBERT LEMM. Amsterdam: Arbei-
derspers, 1996. 160 pp. (Paper NLG 29.90)
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Surinaamse recepten van A tot Z. MURIEL SAM-SIN-HE\VITT. Schoorl:
Conserve, 1996. 243 pp. (Paper NLG 29.95)

De Bonistraat. AMBER NAHAR. Amsterdam: Piramide, 1996. 71 pp. (Cloth
NLG 19.90)

Beneden en boven de wind: Literatuur van de Nederlandse Antillen en
Aruba. WIM RUTGERS. Amsterdam: De Bezige Bij, 1996. 468 pp. (Paper
NLG 54.90)

Elisabeth Samson: Een vrije, zwarte vrouw in het 18e-eeuwse Suriname.
CYNTHIA MC LEOD. Schoorl: Conserve, 1996. 177 pp. (Paper NLG 29.90)

De beroepsherinneraar en andere verhalen. ANIL RAMDAS. Amsterdam:
De Bezige Bij, 1996. 280 pp. (Paper NLG 34.90)

Geef mij maareen Surinamer. RONALD SNIJDERS. Amsterdam: Prometheus,
1996. 88 pp. (Paper NLG 19.90)

De vrolijke dood van David Caprino. HENRY MENCKEBERG. Amsterdam:
Meulenhoff. 291 pp. (Paper NLG 39.90)

Caribische winter. ANNA BRIDIÉ. Amsterdam: Contact, 1996. 222 pp.
(Cloth NLG 39.90)

Ma Rochelle passée, Welkom El Dorado: Surinaamse historische roman.
CYNTHIA MC LEOD. Schoorl: Conserve, 1996. 277 pp. (Paper NLG 39.95)

Gewaagd leven. ASTRID H. ROEMER. Amsterdam: Arbeiderspers, 1996. 239
pp. (Paper NLG 29.90)

Each year in March an organization with the rather awkward name
Collectieve Propaganda voor het Nederlandse Boek (Collective Propa-
ganda for Dutch Books, CPNB) organizes the Dutch national Book Week
around a unifying idea. The theme for 1996 was "Eternal Eldorado:
Literature from Latin America and the Caribbean." Even though many
booksellers expressed their disappointment with this subject, arguing that
the Latin American literary boom had long passed, publishers were not
deterred. A great number of publications on Latin America and particularly
the (Dutch) Caribbean appeared. Some of these books would have been
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published anyway and now could take advantage of all the accompany-
ing media publicity, others were produced expressly with the Eldorado
theme in mind.

In the latter category several types of anthologies can be discerned.
Ooievaar Publishers produced anthologies of the work of three of the most
popular authors from the Dutch Caribbean: Boeli van Leeuwen, Hugo Pos,
and Astrid H. Roemer. The title of the Van Leeuwen omnibus does not
leave much mystery: it includes his novels De eerste Adam (originally
published in 1966) and De rots der struikeling (1960). Hugo Pos's best
stories in Gedane zaken were previously published in his collections Het
doosje van Toeti (1985), Oost en West en Nederland (1986), De ziekte
van Anna Printemps (1987), Het mausoleum van innerlijke vrede (1989),
and Van het een (1992). Roemer's Maar ik blijf includes the novels
Nergens ergens (1983), Over de gekte van een vrouw (1982), and Een
naam voor de liefde (1987, for which the original title was Levenslang
gedicht). De Bezige Bij published an omnibus featuring novels by its four
most important Dutch Caribbean writers. From Curacao, Frank Martinus
Arion's Dubbelspel (1973), Cola Debrot's Mijn zuster de negerin (1935),
and Tip Marugg's, De morgen loeit weer aan (1988), and from Suriname
the first novel of a trilogy poetically titled De honderd bochten van de
koningsarend (1989) by M.M. Schoenmakers, a Dutchman who has
chosen the Suriname interior for his setting.

Other anthologies are not devoted to the work of particular writers but
rather the geographical theme Eldorado. In Zingende eilanden editor Wim
Rutgers attempts to give a literary overview of the entire Caribbean as
well as the Caribbean diaspora. His collection includes stories by among
others, Miguel Barnet, Alejo Carpentier, Patrick Chamoiseau, Maryse
Condé, Cola Debrot, Cristina Garcia, Albert Heiman, Oscar Hijuelos,
Jamaica Kincaid, Boeli van Leeuwen, Earl Lovelace, Frank Martinus Arion,
Tip Marugg, V.S. Naipaul, H. Orlando Patterson, Manuel Pereira, Caryl
Phillips, Hugo Pos, Astrid H. Roemer, Jean Rhys, and Simone Schwarz-
Bart. In De eeuwige belofte van Eldorado thirteen authors express the
eternal attraction and promise of the region. Because the compilers neither
introducé nor comment upon the stories and poems, the volume lacks
coherence. Echo van eldorado contains thirty-four selections singing the
praises of Suriname, the Netherlands Antilles, and Aruba. Included are
travel accounts, poetry, and literary excerpts covering the period from
1608 to 1995. In the introduction the compilers place their selection in a
historical context.

Then the two final volumes in the "book week specials" category.
Achter het eeuwig El Dorado is the outcome of a manifestation organized
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to discover "the reality behind Latin American fiction." Eleven scholars,
ten social scientists and one literary critic, give their scholarly inter-
pretation of a fictive account. Authors discussed range from Mario Vargas
Llosa to Carlos Gardel. The most eldoradoesque volume no doubt is
Robert Lemm's essay on the material and spiritual search for Eldorado or
utopia. He first relates the futile attempts by Europeans to find El Dorado,
the man of gold, and then shifts the discussion to the idea of America as a
projection of a desirable society, an alternative to the imperfect Old World.
The essay is well written but 160 pages are not enough to relate the ad-
ventures of European discovers and German bankers and to comprehen-
sively explain the utopian ideas of the Jesuits, Voltaire, Jean-Jacques Rous-
seau, Simón Bolfvar, José Marti, Octavio Paz, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez.

Publications which would have seen the light of day with or without the
book week are a mixed bag and include a cookbook, a children's book,
scholarly studies, collections of essays and short stories, and novels. The
cookbook is by Muriel Sam-Sin-Hewitt and the title says it all: Suriname
recipes from A to Z, thus from aardappelburgers (potato burgers) to zuur-
kool met gehakt (sauerkraut and minced meat). Fortunately the recipes in
between are a bit more exotic.

Amber Nahar's De Bonistraat is one of the maybe two handfuls of
juvenile books by Suriname authors on Suriname. Life in the multiethnic
Bonistraat is disturbed when a new family moves in. The mother is of the
meddlesome type and terrorizes the neighborhood with her shouted com-
ments and advice. But all's well that ends well when the woman loses her
voice.

Two more scholarly volumes are based on previous work. Wim Rut-
gers's Beneden en boven de wind is a revision of his dissertation "Schrij-
ven is zilver, spreken is goud" (1994). In this historical overview of oral
and written literature in the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba from the
eighteenth century to the present, Rutgers emphasizes the importance of
the language issue. He discusses individual writers but also the institu-
tional roots of literature and culture - literary journals and societies,
libraries, and book stores - on the islands. The style is less convoluted
than in his dissertation and the volume includes new chapters on writers
such as Pierre Lauffer, Elis Juliana, Luis Daal, and Denis Henriquez.

Cynthia Mc Leod's Elisabeth Samson is an exact reprint of the book
she published with the Department of Cultural Anthropology of Utrecht
University in 1993. Mc Leod uses archival records to reconstruct the life
of Elisabeth Samson, the richest free black woman in eighteenth-century
Suriname who dared to challenge the authorities by marrying a white man.
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The author occasionally swerves from the historical track when she adds
dialogue to the account; as a consequence the book sometimes veers
uneasily between fact and fiction. Mc Leod, however, is now planning to
write a "real" novel about Samson, which is to doublé as a scenario for a
movie.

Also previously published are many of the essays in Anil Ramdas's De
beroepsherinneraar. In the first part of the volume Ramdas recounts his
childhood in the western district of Nickerie and the cultural shock caused
by his migrations to Paramaribo and the Netherlands. The tone is sprightly
and humorous and Ramdas gives a touching insight into Hindustani life in
Suriname from the 1950s to independence. The great majority of the other
essays, mostly four to five pages long, are outstanding as well but lack the
coherence of the first section: the topics vary from travel accounts to his
criticism of what Ramdas calls the multi-culti scène in the Netherlands: the
multicultural events where migrants may display their talents.

Ronald Snijders is known first and foremost as a musician and com-
poser. Yet he is also an astute observer of Suriname popular culture in the
Netherlands. In 1994 he published Surinaams van de straat, a lexicon of
everyday Sranantongo. Geef mij maar een Surinamer is a collection of
short stories on Creole Surinamers in Suriname and the Netherlands, deal-
ing with a variety of topics from the difference between white and black
women to the popular Kwakoe festival in Amsterdam. Even though Snij-
ders manages to convey some of the Afro-Suriname culture and atmos-
phere, the book suffers from the fact that the author apparently could not
make up his mind between writing literature and explaining Creole culture.
As a result the literary Standard is questionable and the cultural explana-
tions are schoolmasterly.

The literary harvest of the book week consists of four novels, including
two debuts. The rookies are Anna Bridié and Henry Menckeberg. Men-
ckeberg is a Surinamer who after his studies in the Netherlands now works
in the Netherlands Antilles. The idea behind De vrolijke dood van David
Caprino is straightforward: a Surinamer is a human being on Curacao and
an "allochtonous" (as the jargon goes) in the Netherlands. Living the
good life on Curacao, David Caprino unexpectedly gets the sack. He re-
turns to the Netherlands, where he lived as a student, and finds that that
country is no eldorado for a jobseeking Surinamer. The theme offers suf-
ficient matter for a dramatic novel, but Menckeberg seldom manages to go
beyond well-trodden paths. This is compounded by the frequent use of
the figure of speech announcing a dramatic event. These announcements
are none too subtle and ultimately the foreshadowed events are described
in a disappointlingly spiritless manner.
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Columnist Anna Bridié's first novel gives a more interesting picture of
middle-class and tourist Curacao. The protagonist Emma (35) is a so-called
Shell child: as daughter of a Dutch Shell employee she spent part of her
youth on Curacao. She goes back to the island when the Curacaoan gov-
ernment asks her to set up a publishing house. Her return and particu-
larly her encounter with her former neighbor brings back memories to
Dutch-Curacaoan life in the 1960s as well as frustrations about an up-
rooted childhood. This very readable novel has already gone into its
second printing.

Cynthia Mc Leod's new historical novel Ma Rochelle passée, is set in
nineteenth-century Suriname and tells the story of the Couderc family. It is
an almost inimitable jumble of sexual and family relations, in which race
and color are the dominating factors. Mc Leod is no great stylist, the
dialogues are wooden, and her characters are one dimensional, but the his-
torical basis of her work is sound. She certainly manages to get across her
insights about Suriname's past.

By far the best novel of the erop is Roemer's Gewaagd leven. Teenager
Onno Mus, the talented son of a corrupt father and a mother with a weak
personality, gives an impressionistic retrospective on his life. Due to a car
wreek he is now a "grown-up Creole" (the author gives this all-important
term a negative connotation). Onno's long and agonizing road to adult-
hood symbolizes the equally traumatic experiences of the Republic of
Suriname. The blurb on the backcover tells us that this is the first major
Suriname novel that spares nobody. I am not sure about that, but I do
think it is the best novel yet by Roemer. She succeeds where Menckeberg
fails: her references to future developments arouse curiosity that is grati-
fied at the end.

Was the 1996 book week a success? The CPNB says yes: sales were up 15
percent.' Were the retailers wrong when they predicted that the Eldorado
theme was a non-starter? Maybe not. The answer to this paradox is to be
found in an all important ingrediënt of the book week: the book week gift.
Each year a well-known Dutch-language author gets the prestiguous com-
mission to write the gift. The booklet, usually about 100 pages, is offered
free with a NLG 20 purchase. Given the Dutch reputation for frugality, it is
no surprise that this bonus is in great demand. It is the gift rather than the
theme of the week that attracts most buyers to the bookstores. The author
for 1996 was the very popular Adriaan van Dis.2 Of his gift book Palm-
wijn (about an island in Africa!) 643,000 copies were printed and almost
sold out. Van Dis was a big hit. But were Caribbean and Latin American
books a success as well? The answer is mixed: some book stores did not
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sell more Latin American or Caribbean books than usual, while others an-
nounced that Suriname and Antillean books "were selling like hotcakes."
The major bestsellers, however, were all by established Dutch authors such
as Gerard Reve.

Thus the retailers were not unqualifiedly positive about the eldorado
theme, but what about the publishers? As we have seen, some made the
most of it, reprinting older literature, but I found it surprising that the two
publishing houses with the most popular Latin American authors - Meu-
lenhoff (Garcia Marquez and Vargas Llosa) and Wereldbibliotheek (Isabel
Allende) - added very little to the book week. They did not take advan-
tage of the virtually unlimited access to the media during this time to
present their stars. Where were Garcia Marquez, Vargas Llosa, Allende,
Condé, Walcott, and Naipaul? The publishers could have used them as
crowd pullers to introducé a new generation of writers. The Latin Ameri-
can boom may be over, but the publishers do not seem to be very active in
reversing the trend.

The opposite occurred in the case of Cynthia Mc Leod. The efforts of
her publisher had the rather amazing result that she was the one author
next to Van Dis who was interviewed in almost every newspaper, weekly,
and talkshow. Her first novel Hoe duur was de suiker (1987) is the
greatest bestseller in Suriname history with more than 12,000 copies sold
and eight years later also became an unexpected success in the Nether-
lands, where it is in its tenth printing. It would be interesting to find out
who form the majority of buyers of Mc Leod's books: the Dutch or Suri-
namers living in the Netherlands. In any case her novels seem a popular
way to fill the frequently noted gap in the knowledge about Suriname's
past. The translation of Hoe duur was de suiker has already appeared in
German under the title Surinam and according to the publisher trans-
lations into English, French, Spanish, and Hebrew are being negotiated.
There is also talk about movies and a T.V. miniseries. So a former school-
teacher from Suriname seems to have found eldorado.

NOTES

1. All information about book week sales are from Boekblad 13, March 29, 1996,
p. 5.

2. In 1995 34.4 million books were sold in the Netherlands; bestselling author was
John Grisham, followed by Adriaan van Dis, Annie M.G. Schmidt, and Isabel Allende
(NRC Handelsblad June 22, 1996).
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